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ANALYSIS 

The Afghan Model of Warfare emerged during the invasion of Afghanistan in 2001 when US special operations forces 
(SOF) supported by airpower, joined efforts with Afghan indigenous forces. This unprecedented success was enabled 
by new doctrine based on major military innovation, that aimed to exploit new technologies regarding information 
processing, communication, surveillance, networking, and precision weaponry. The groundbreaking level of air-ground 
integration that emerged due to this revolution in military affairs enabled the Afghan Model of Warfare (AM). 

According to some scholars and policy officials, the AM 
is the new way of war for the US, and the armed forces 
should be restructured accordingly.1 According to others, 
however, the AM is of little value outside its original con-
text. The debate has major implications for the broader 
discussion about the extent to which ground forces can 
be replaced by airpower. Also, if the AM should be per-
ceived as the new way of warfare for the US, this would 
lower the costs of global force projection. The discussion 
carries the potential to change the power ratio between 
military services, and between nations by improving the 
US’ force-projection toolbox. It is therefore no surprise 
that the nature and the potential of the AM have been 
subjected to academic debate.

Andres, Wills, and Griffith explain that the Afghan Model 
was successful because it combined interrelated tacti-
cal- and operational-level dynamics.2 The first dynamic 
that it imposes upon the enemy is the air-ground dilem-
ma.3 The second dynamic is that air interdiction denies 
the enemy the opportunity to wage an effective combined 
arms defense at the operational level by degrading and 
suppressing operational-level communications and mo-
bility. Proponents saw the rapidity and the ease of victory 
over the Taliban as evidence of fundamental change.

Critics, however, argue that the success of the Afghan 
Model was dependent on contextual factors that were 
specific to the war against the Taliban. Therefore the im-
plications of the model for the future of warfare would be 
narrow.4 Limiting factors for the utility of the AM include 
the lack of skill of indigenous forces, interest misalign-
ment or divergence along the way, and their possible ab-
sence. Despite these inherent difficulties, when interests 
are real but non-existential, this limited approach will like-
ly remain the preferred policy option for the near future. 

In the ensuing years, the AM was applied in three other 
cases. The 2003 Iraq invasion, the 2011 Libyan interven-
tion and in the fight against ISIS. What remained absent, 
however, was a framework that can be used when com-
prehensively assessing the applicability of the Afghan 
Model in a possible operational environment. These cas-
es have provided a wealth of data that I used in a study 
aiming to craft such a framework. This article lifts a cor-
ner of the veil on the findings of that study.

Understanding the framework will provide insight into the 
degree of applicability of the AM. Its value is depend-
ent on the presence of situations where it is applicable. 
Hence, this article concludes with substantiated suggest-
ed replies to the question: What is the value of the Af-
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ghan Model of Warfare after the fight against ISIS? First, 
some key elements of the evolution of the AM will be 
introduced. 

THE EVOLUTION OF THE AFGHAN MODEL DURING THE 
FIGHT AGAINST ISIS
When the US stepped up to contain the ISIS threat, it did 
so with minimal assets. After severe criticism regarding 
the lack of effectiveness of US airpower, the Obama ad-
ministration intensified the approach. Because of persis-
tent calls of various experts to deploy air-ground integra-
tion specialists, the AM became an operational reality.

The United States Central Command’s (CENTCOM)  mili-
tary efforts are based on two pillars, “strike ISIS across 
the breadth and depth of their so called caliphate” and 
“train and equip, advise and assist regional partners.” 
This approach contains all elements of the Afghan Mod-
el.  Regional partners, assisted by Western special op-
erations forces, identify dynamic targets and Western 
airpower strikes those targets when cleared for engage-
ment. This equals the more direct form of synergy that 
characterized the AM in Afghanistan and Iraq in 2003. 
The combination of these two lines of effort also con-
tains the indirect and slower synergy between the ele-
ments of the AM that characterized it in Libya. Western 

airpower contained and suppressed ISIS on the battle-
field, which enabled indigenous forces to organize resist-
ance, assisted by special operations forces. At the start 
of the campaign only the direct synergy of the AM was 
effectuated, but as international commitment grew and 
more training capacity was deployed, the indirect synergy 
started playing a major role and the two operational edg-
es of the model were thus used in parallel.  

 The By-With-Through Operational Approach
 Some strategic mismatches that arose during the begin-
ning of the campaign seemed to be addressed by a “new” 
operational approach, propagated by Defense Secretary 
Mattis from mid-2017 onwards. “Our approach is by, with 
and through our allies, so that they own these spaces, 
and the US does not.”5 The by-with-through (BWT) opera-
tional approach seems a promising effort to rethink the 
US’ approach to light-footprint campaigns. An important 
strategic problem related to the AM is that it seems to 
lack strategic and doctrinal embedding as it is typically 
an ad hoc solution, or in the ISIS case, pragmatic and 
incremental. The merging of the AM into the overarch-
ing BWT operational approach and the wide attention the 
latter has received offer a chance to solve this problem. 
Furthermore, the BWT approach makes an effort to close 
the gap between physically destroying ISIS and stabilizing 

The Afghan Model of Warfare emerged when US forces joined efforts with Afghan indigenous forces. Depicted is a training of the Afghan Armed Forces at the Kabul Military 
Training Center (photo: Rob Leyland / Shutterstock.com)
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liberated areas. Compared to the invasion of Afghanistan 
and Iraq (2003), missions that debated the size and du-
ration of US force presence needed for long-term stabili-
ty, in the fight against ISIS Iraqi forces are the hold, build, 
and stabilize forces that remain indefinitely.

 Introducing the Afghan Model Applicability 
 Assessment Framework 
The framework of factors that determine to what extent 
an AM-type approach is applicable in future contexts 
forms the answer to this article’s leading question: What 
factors determine the applicability of the Afghan Model? 
The framework is organized as a coherent set of factors 
that influence and explain the applicability, in terms of 
their influence on the expected success or failure. The 
19 identified factors are classified into four categories: 
Political, airpower, indigenous forces, and factors relat-
ed to the SOF component. All of these factors influence 
the degree of synergy that can be achieved between the 
three pillars of the model. Due to the limited length of 
this article, only one of the factors will be explained.6

 Strategic Interest Misalignment and Divergence
This factor relates to the inherent risks of proxy warfare, 
or the “indirect approach”. When real but limited inter-
ests are at stake, a dilemma arises that has dominated 
US security policy for decades and is likely to do so for 
a long time. In such a scenario, the US typically relies 
on a proxy that is willing to fight in its own and the US’ 
interests. Proxy warfare offers clear political benefits, but 
it does come with inherent disadvantages such as stra-
tegic interest misalignment and divergence. This always 
leads to systematic frustration. There is a trade-off be-
tween the risk of not having mission success because of 
relying on indigenous allies, on the one side, and having 
mission success at the risk of one’s own forces, on the 
other.7 This is why the Afghan Model is not suitable when 
existential interests are at stake. The process of strategy 

becomes even harder when one has to trust a local po-
litical ally that has to be co-opted for achieving political 
ends. 

To demonstrate the relevance of this variable, the Kurds 
offer a good example since they are the most relevant 
and effective proxy.8 Given Iraqi and Turkish sensitivities 
related to the empowerment of the Kurds as proxies 
against ISIS, the Coalition had to be cautious regarding 
possible unintended consequences. Policymakers who 
instigate proxy warfare rarely consider the long-term im-
plications of their actions.9 It is still too early for defin-
itive judgment, but In Iraq, the West’s strategic interest 
severely diverged from that of the sponsored Kurdish fac-
tions when the latter started focusing on independence. 
Fortunately, large-scale escalation has not taken place, 
but this was all but certain beforehand.

In Syria, the strategic interest of the sponsored Kurdish 
factions clashed with Turkish interests. The empower-
ment of Syrian Kurds triggered a Turkish invasion and, 
subsequently, resulted in a situation in which Turkish 
troops clashed with US-backed Syrian Democratic Forc-
es (SDF). During that period, a clash between NATO al-
lies was far from inconceivable. Since Turkish forces 
launched operation Olive Branch in January 2018 against 
PKK and YPG targets in Afrin, Kurdish fighters under the 
SDF banner “deserted” on a large scale and crossed the 
red line into western Syria in order to fight alongside their 
brethren against the Turks. The US attempted to pass 
off the SDF as a balanced fighting force, separated from 
the YPG and the PKK, but in reality the backbone of the 
SDF has always consisted of the YPG. These issues were 
initially suppressed by the common interest of degrading 
ISIS. When that binding factor started losing strength, 
interest divergence between the US and the Kurds, under 
pressure from Turkey, came to the surface. 

The US should be prepared to tolerate its partner forc-
es doing things that are not completely aligned with US 
objectives. The perceived prospects of strategic interest 
misalignment and divergence and the perceived abilities 
to manage them should be an important consideration 
when estimating the AM’s applicability. The risk of unin-
tended strategic consequences is a major hazard when 
the West tries to influence strategic outcomes by indirect 
engagement in conflicts where allies have overlapping, 
but not identical interests. 

THE VALUE OF THE AFGHAN MODEL
Successful application of the AM is dependent on the 
19 factors that shape the AM applicability assessment 
framework. By explaining one of the factors, this article 
aims to demonstrate how the framework can be used 
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to identify bottlenecks or limitations that influence the 
applicability of an AM variant, while other factors can be 
drivers for the use of the AM. 

The AM once again proved its utility in the fight against 
ISIS. Western airpower contained and suppressed ISIS 
on the battlefield, which enabled indigenous forces to or-
ganize resistance, assisted by Western SOF.  Analysis of 
the case sheds light on some highly disputed issues in 
the academic debate related to the potential of airpower 
and its limitations, war by proxy, and the generalizability 
of the AM’s successes.  The employment of modern air-
power is still evolving and new ways to achieve air-ground 
synergy are emerging. This indicates that the revolution 
in military affairs might not be fully exploited yet, and con-
sequently that the AM approach will continue to develop, 
as it has been doing since 2001. 

Asymmetric adversaries have drawn the right lesson 
from Desert Storm and will take all possible measures to 
limit their exposure to Western airpower. Recent history 
indicates that it is not viable for Western democracies 
to maintain a counter insurgency force for the time that 
this type of operation requires. It is, however, possible 
to maintain the components of the AM, which combined 

are able to suppress insurgencies switching from covert 
insurgency to overt control of territory. When used in that 
sense, an AM variant would not be a solution for deep-
er political grievances. However, containment should be 
preferred over an uncontrolled power vacuum as the ISIS 
case demonstrates. The AM in its narrow definition can 
be a useful tool to have for situations that require con-
tainment or destructive power. The AM can, however, be 
much more when it is embedded in the right overarching 
strategy. The By-With-Through approach seems to offer 
this strategic embedding by connecting the AM, which is 
mainly a kinetic tool, to other non-kinetic means. It might 
close the strategic disconnect between the physical de-
struction of an enemy and operations that address root 
causes of conflict. The employment of the AM in the ISIS 
case demonstrates that the new potential of airpower 
can also be of great value in asymmetric warfare.

Since successful application of the AM is dependent on 
the factors that shape the AM applicability assessment 
framework, the value of the AM depends on the occur-
rence of situations that meet the requirements of these 
factors. A multitude of scholars and political entities 
have tried to comprehend and predict the future securi-
ty environment. Generally speaking, results indicate that 

Part of the success of the Afghan Model was due to the use of US air power. Depicted are U.S. Air Force A-10 Thunderbolt IIs that were used for targeting Taliban revenue 
sources (photo: Flickr/ US Department of Defense / Public Domain)
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Western militaries refocus on large-scale battle against 
peer opponents, which is the most dangerous course of 
action. History, however, demonstrates that this shift is 
a recurring phenomenon after disappointing asymmetric 
military endeavors. Furthermore, during times of tense 
relations between superpowers, the chance of proxy war 
even increases.10 In addition, a clear separation between 
unconventional and conventional warfare might be obso-
lete because future armed conflicts will contain elements 
of both and move towards something that that has been 
hyped as hybrid warfare. Great power competition might 
very well come in the shape of low-intensity conflict. 
Therefore, this article calls for investment in limited or 
low-intensity warfare capabilities in order to also prepare 
for the most likely course of action. 

There are underexposed developments that could have 
great implications for AM-type approaches. The role and 
influence of private military companies are ever increas-
ing, and they already have the capabilities to take over 
the role of the Western ground component by coordinat-
ing airstrikes, and training and advising indigenous forc-
es. This possible replacement obviously increases the 
potential of an AM-type approach in cases where plausi-
ble deniability is required, or where boots on the ground 
are undesirable. This potential is well understood by Rus-
sian military elites.11 

THE MIDDLE APPROACH
It is clear, whatever the future might have to offer, that 
the US, as all states do, will have to deal with real but lim-
ited security threats. The options to deal with these are, 
first, to go all in with the risk of overspending in order to 
realize a limited stake. Secondly to stay out and remain 
unengaged which results in losing the stake, but at least 
losing it cheaply. Finally and most likely, there is the op-
tion to go for a middle approach. In the middle approach, 
real but limited military means are employed to pursue 
real but limited stakes. It is likely that an AM variant will 
be the preferred concept of operations for this, and the 
goal of the AM applicability assessment framework is to 
increase chances of success.

The nature of war has not changed since war, in its es-
sence, remains violent, interactive and political and this 
nature endures. The combination of new technology and 
doctrine did have transformational effects on the charac-
ter of war, or the nature of warfare. When politicians are 
in need of a fast, relatively low-risk and light-footprint op-
tion to project force in wars of choice, an AM variant will 
form an attractive option that is widely applicable. Some 
scholars stress the disadvantage of being dependent on 
indigenous forces. This disadvantage is inherent to the 
AM, but seems an acceptable price for a light-footprint 

option as long as it concerns limited interests. The AM 
is more versatile and robust than claimed by some skep-
tics, however, it does have significant political and mili-
tary limitations that strategists should be aware of. The 
AM can be utilized as part of a sustainable, realistic and 
long-term strategy. The By, With and Through Approach is 
the new way of Western limited warfare. The Afghan Mod-
el as part of this overarching approach has transformed 
the character of limited warfare. 
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